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n May 1961, US President John F. Kennedy delivered an astonishing call to action. "We choose to go to the Moon, " he declared, because it would "measure the best of our energies and skills". Kennedy wasn't, however, all that interested in space. He said as much to then-NASA administrator James Webb in November 1962, 18 months after committing the United States to landing a person on the Moon by the decade's end. In the depths of the cold war, geopolitical concerns were the biggest factor in NASA's Apollo project (see page 167).
The Soviet Union's space achievements -including the 1957 launch of Sputnik, the first satellite, and Yuri Gagarin's pioneering Earth orbit in 1961 -constituted a formidable challenge. There are delightfully nerdy chapters, such as one on the development of Apollo's computer hardware and software. Fishman describes the work of engineer Charles Stark 'Doc' Draper's legendary team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge. This crucial group developed the navigation and guidance systems that enabled the Apollo 11 crew to reach their target, undock the lunar lander and pilot it to a precise site on the basalt plain known as the Sea of Tranquillity (Mare Tranquillitatis). Fishman also lauds the work of Bill Tindall. The NASA manager and engineer knew how to translate MIT's breakthroughs into a successful mission -deleting extraneous computer code and ensuring that only the most reliable and well-tested commands remained. Brown peppers his account with on-theground details of how engineers dealt with unexpected problems. Some were simple. In Houston, technicians working to perfect Apollo's control thrusters panicked on finding a mysterious residue coating vehicles in the car park. Could explosives leak that far from the laboratory? A chemist subsequently identified the substance as goldenrod pollen. Other issues were complex. Revisiting the tragic Apollo 1 fire of 1967, in which astronauts Gus Grissom, Edward White and Roger Chaffee died during a capsule test at the Cape, the horror of engineers familiar with the electrical systems that killed them is palpable.
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The Apollo project involved some 400,000 people working for a decade to send a dozen humans to the surface of the Moon. For a holistic analysis, there's no better source than Roger Launius, former chief historian for NASA. In Apollo's Legacy, Launius explores the many ways in which the public has interpreted the landings -from denial to embracing the whole-Earth view from space (see go.nature.com/2ne4zai). He reminds us that the Apollo project, although often lauded as a visionary achievement, was not well accepted by many in the United States -including scientists -at the time. A 1967 poll found that residents in six US cities saw tackling pollution and poverty, for instance, as more important.
Launius highlights the tensions between space policy and social policy. On the eve of the Apollo 11 launch, civil-rights leader Ralph Abernathy took several hundred people to Cape Canaveral to demonstrate against the massive spending on the space programme in the face of poverty and social injustice. "We do not oppose the Moonshot," said Hosea Williams, a leader of the group. "Our purpose is to protest America's inability to choose human priorities. " Politics, science and engineering working in concert, Launius notes, might have been able to send a man to the Moon, but back on Earth, solutions to egregious social issues such as racism and inequity were and are slow in coming. Many people continue to hold up Apollo as an example of how the Moonshot approach might solve some of the most pressing problems facing society, such as climate change. History shows this analogy is far from perfect.
Today, following in the steps of former presidents George H. W. and George W. Bush, Donald Trump -certainly no Kennedy -has tasked NASA with returning astronauts to the lunar surface by 2024. But the landscape now is wildly different, as journalist Leonard David describes in Moon Rush. Commercial companies such as SpaceX and Blue Origin are entering the realm of space flight, and China is a strong contender for sending the next human to the Moon.
Whoever takes that step, Oliver Morton, an editor at The Economist, dubs it the Return. The Moon, his paean to our satellite, gives the scientific, historical and cultural context to this pressing possibility. This is a book to bend your mind with the mysteries of the swirl-like markings on the lunar surface or the cadence of impacts that have bombarded the inner Solar System. It links the geological history of Earth with the chances of asteroid impacts ferrying life between planets. And it tosses in an apocalyptic scene of the Moon's birth, from a cosmic collision involving Earth. Morton, a former editor at Nature (and my former manager), has written what is surely the most eloquent exploration of our modern understanding of the Moon.
Yet we should not be seduced by the nostalgia of Apollo or the allure of the Return as we grapple with vast, multipronged challenges on Earth. Then-NASA administrator Thomas Paine recognized as much at the Apollo 11 launch, when he spoke to Abernathy. Paine later recalled admitting that compared with solving poverty, racism and other injustices, the "great technological advances of NASA were child's play". ■ Alexandra Witze is a correspondent for Nature based in Boulder, Colorado. 
